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 Add full resolution artwork to your project with the click of a buttonAdd title, credits and logos to your timeline, making your project look professionalAdd sound to your clips and control audio with easeEdit videos without any of the constraints of other editing programsExperience a new level of productivity and control with a sophisticated and intuitive interfaceConnect and easily share projects
with up to 200 PCs and Macs.Add and edit audio and video quickly and easily even when you're on the go and even if your files are stored on a network Drive.Save time and money by editing projects directly in the browserExtend the power of a full-featured editing package from the desktop to the web .New full resolution animationsAdd project-wide video effects from the desktop (including 3D,

particle, lens blur, chroma key and more)Enhance professional video with effects such as chroma key, lens blur, perspective and moreFill your timeline with full resolution photos, including photos from the web, frames and frames from photos or file.Make your videos appear as if they were shot with a high-end camera and add real-world effects to give your videos a professional finishAdd
sophisticated titles and credits to your video clip directly in the browserCreate professional content with 4K video effectsCreate innovative stories with high-resolution motion graphics and high-resolution titlesCreate professional content with special effects like chroma keying, filmic motion graphics, and tilt-shift photography, and get creative with titles and creditsCreate and edit stunning high-

resolution images from your web browserUse a texturizer to make your photos look like brushed steel, water, and much more. Share and publish professionally with the highest quality graphics and videoWhen you're ready to export your project, be sure to choose a format that preserves your original quality so you can share your work in any way you like. Description: Adobe After Effects CC 2015
v10.2.3 Final Full Version Adobe After Effects CC software offers breakthrough performance for video production, enabling you .Add full resolution artwork to your project with the click of a buttonAdd title, credits and logos to your timeline, making your project look professionalAdd sound to your clips and control audio with easeEdit videos without any of the constraints of other editing

programsExperience a new level of productivity and control with a sophisticated and intuitive interfaceConnect and easily share projects with up to 200 PCs and Macs.Add and edit audio and video quickly and easily even when you're on the go and even if your files are stored on a network Drive. 82157476af
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